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PRESIDENT RAM NATH KOVIND HONOURED WITH HIGHEST
CIVILIAN AWARD OF CROATIA
President Ram Nath Kovind received Croatia's highest civilian order, the Grand Order of the King
of Tomislav, during his official visit to the nation.
"President of India honoured with highest civilian order in #Croatia! During his State Visit to
Croatia, #Presidentkovind is honoured with Grand Order of the King of Tomislav, the highest
award of Croatia. #Presidentkovind dedicated it to India-Croatia friendship!" tweeted Raveesh
Kumar, spokesperson of the Ministry of External Affairs.
The civilian order is awarded to heads of state for their contribution towards the strengthening of
ties between the European nation and their respective country, amongst other things.
Kovind, who is the first Indian President to visit Croatia, was earlier accorded a ceremonial
welcome . He was on a three-country trip from March 25 to April 4.
Welcoming Kovind, President of Croatia Kolinda Grabar-Kitarovic said: "I hope that your State
Visit will serve as a good base for enhancing relations between our two countries. The links
between Croatia and India go way back."
Source- Business Standard

INDIA LAUNCHED PATH-BREAKING MISSION SHAKTI
India has shot down a low-earth orbit satellite in space, propelling itself into an elite club of nations,
which has mastered this anti-satellite (ASAT) missile technology, said PM Narendra Modi in his
address to the nation on Wednesday. PM Modi, however, was quick to point out the intent of
DRDO's "Mission Shakti" is to defend India’s space assets and not to start any arms race in space.
Since there are no treaties governing the use of ASAT, India is not in violation of any international
conventions.
The anti-satellite space technology shows India’s focus on security challenges. “The ASAT weapon is
likely to be the most potent military tool for the armed forces over the next few decades,
notwithstanding a revolutionary technological breakthrough," according to Arvind K. John, analyst
with New Delhi-based think-tank Observer Research Foundation.
The acquisition of this technology is expected to have spin-offs that India can exploit for commercial
use, both domestic and globally.
Having developed its own vehicles for commercial satellite launches, today India is launching
satellites of other countries. There was a time it used to piggyback on French-made launch vehicles
such as the Ariane.
Source- Livemint
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PSLV-C45 SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHES EMISAT AND 28 CUSTOMER
SATELLITES
India’s Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV-C45) today successfully launched EMISAT and 28
international customer satellites from Satish Dhawan Space Centre (SDSC) SHAR in Sriharikota. This
flight marked the first mission of PSLV-QL, a new variant of PSLV with four strap-on motors.
PSLV-C45 lifted off at 9:27 Hrs (IST) from the Second Launch Pad and injected India’s EMISAT into a
748 km sun-synchronous polar orbit, 17 minutes and 12 seconds after lift-off. After separation, the
two solar arrays of EMISAT were deployed automatically and the ISRO Telemetry Tracking and
Command Network at Bengaluru assumed control of the satellite. In the coming days, the satellite
will be brought to its final operational configuration.
Following the separation of EMISAT, the vehicle’s fourth stage engines were restarted twice to place
the 28 international customer satellites precisely into a sun-synchronous orbit of 504 km height.
The last customer satellite was placed into its designated orbit 1 hour and 55 minutes after lift-off.
About 3 hours after lift-off, the fourth stage (PS4) of the vehicle was moved to a lower circular orbit
of 485 km after two restarts to establish it as an orbital platform for carrying out experiments with
its three payloads.
EMISAT is a satellite built around ISRO’s Mini Satellite-2 bus weighing about 436 kg. The satellite is
intended for electromagnetic spectrum measurement.
The 28 international customer satellites, together weighing about 220 kg, are from four countries,
namely, Lithuania (2), Spain (1), Switzerland (1) and USA (24). These foreign satellites were launched
as part of commercial arrangements.
The payloads carried by PS4 are Automatic Identification System from ISRO, Automatic Packet
Repeating System from AMSAT, India and Advanced Retarding Potential Analyzer for ionospheric
studies from Indian Institute of Space Science and Technology.
Source- ISRO
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DHANUSH HOWITZERS INDUCTED INTO INDIAN ARMY
Dhanush, the first indigenous long-range artillery gun will be inducted into the Indian Army. The
155 mm calibre artillery gun was manufactured by the Jabalpur-based Gun Carriage Factory.
After the induction of M-777 ultra-light howitzers in November 2018, its time for country's first
indigenously designed and developed Dhanush gun to be inducted in Indian army.
This is expected to add more firepower to the armed forces. Dhanush Gun system can be employed
in all types of terrain and is one of the new generation towed artillery gun system better upgraded
features over the existing Bofors.
The gun is capable of firing next generation ammunitions and can accommodate Bi-Modular
Charges as well as bag charges.
Electronic upgrade aims to enhance the firing accuracies, laying speeds and provide compatibility
with project Shakti, which is Artillery Combat Command and Control System.
The gun is equipped with Artillery gun aiming and positioning system consisting of inertial
navigation system and encoders for positioning capability and muzzle velocity recorder.
Its mechanical upgrade results in extending firing range up to 36km.
As a confidence building initiative by Ordnance Factories Board, six guns handed over to the Indian
Army for extensive user exploitation in high Altitude and deserts and plains from July 2016 to June
2018.
The gun system has successfully completed all trial parameters and nearly 5 thousand rounds have
been fired during the various internal and user trials in different terrains.
Post successful completion of trials and user exploitation, bulk production clearance has been
accorded.
Source- DD News

KANDHAMAL HALDI EARNS GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATION (GI) TAG
Odisha, Kandhamal Haldi (turmeric) was awarded with a Geographical Indication (GI) tag.
Reportedly, its registration was moved by Kandhamal Apex Spices Association for Marketing.
The proposal was accepted under sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of
Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999. Kandhamal Haldi is well-known for its healing and
cosmetic properties. Apart from domestic use, it is the main cash crop of tribal people in
Kandhamal.
Other popular products from Odisha have already received the GI tag. These include Kotpad’s
handloom fabric, Ikat saree, Pipili appliqué, Pattachitra, Konark stonework among other things.
GI tag is name or sign used on certain products which correspond to specific geographical
location or origin. The tag enables authenticates stakeholders to the items' production while
earning a premium and derive an improved livelihood.
Source- Ommcom News
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FLAVOR'S OF INDIA

CHANA KEBAB ROLLS RECIPE
TOTAL TIME ; 1h 30m
PREP TIME : 20m
CALORIES : 233

Ingredients Of Chana
Kebab Rolls Recipe :
1 cup soaked overnight
kala chana
5 clove
1 1/2 medium chopped ginger
3 slices brown bread
1/4 teaspoon chaat masala
2 cup refined oil
1/2 teaspoon thymol seeds
1/2 teaspoon red chilli
powder
1 tablespoon lemon juice
2 tablespoon soaked
overnight chana dal
8 peppercorns
2 red chilli
2 teaspoon salt
1 1/4 teaspoon dry mango
powder
1 sliced onion
1 gm chopped,de seeded
green chilli
1 teaspoon coriander
powder
3 cup water
For Dough :
1 1/2 cup all purpose flour
1/2 cup wheat flour
For Garnishing :
2 stalks coriander leaves

How to Chana Kebab Rolls Recipe :
Step 1
For making these yummy kebabs, soak kale chane with chane ki dal
overnight or for 6-8 hours in 2 cups of water.
Step 2
Pressure cook kale chane, chane ki dal along with clove,
peppercorns, 1-inch ginger and red chilli. After the first whistle,
keep on slow fire for 20 minutes.
Step 3
If there is extra water, dry the chane for sometime by stirring on
low flame. The water present in the cooked dal should be enough
to grind it to a fine paste. When done, grind the dal into a fine
paste.
Step 4
Then soak bread in a little water and squeeze the extra water, add
it to the dal paste along with 2 pinches of salt, red chilli powder,
dry mango powder and chaat masala for a little tangy taste.
Step 5
Mix all the ingredients together and make 3-inch long rolls with
the prepared dal-bread mixture, and keep the rolls aside. Put a
kadahi over medium-high flame and pour oil in it, when oil is
medium hot, deep fry 2-3 pieces till they turn golden.
Step 6
Now prepare the pyaz ke lacche to go along with the rolls. For
that, heat 1 tablespoon oil in a shallow pan and add 1/2 teaspoon
thymol seeds (ajwain) and green chillies in it.
Step 7
Stir the ingredients and add thin ginger pieces along with thinly
sliced onions and saute for a minute. Then add red chilli powder,
coriander powder, 2 pinches of salt and pepper. Remove from fire
and add lemon juice along with fresh coriander. Mix them well.
Step 8
To prepare the roti, combine all purpose flour, whole wheat flour
with 1/2 teaspoon of salt of 1 tablespoon oil. Knead it well to make
a soft and pliable dough using enough water. Cover the dough
with a wet muslin cloth and keep aside for 30 minutes.
Step 9
After the dough has set, knead it again using 1/2 teaspoon of oil
till it is smooth and elastic. Divide the dough into equal portions
and roll out each portion thinly into approx 8 inch diameter
rotis.
Step 10
Then on medium flame, heat a tava and cook each roti lightly
and keep them aside.
Step 11
Now, to make the roll, brush a freshly prepared roti with melted
butter, place 2-3 kebabs on a roti. Top them up with some freshly
prepared onion lacche.
Step 12
Now roll the roti, and warm it on a tawa over medium flame. Cut
the roll into 2 pieces and serve with mint chutney.
Source : recipes.timesofindi
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BEST OUTDOOR ADVENTURES FOR YOUR TRIP IN INDIA

“Thinking about adventure in India? But confused as to what to choose and where to go? Let this blog be
your guiding star as we take the opportunity to provide the details on which outdoor adventure you can
indulge into and when and where you can go chasing your passion in India”
India is a land of massive adventure opportunities. Across the length and breadth of the country one is able to
find multiple opportunities to plunge in the activities that not only instigate adrenaline rush but also
transcend one to the world of fearlessness. However, there are some activities and there are a few places that
fit like a glove, which means when a right adventure sport is attempted at a right destination, the fun and
thrill multiplies. Here are some outdoor adventure hacks that you must reach out for on your trip in India.
Explore the Caves in Meghalaya

The state of Meghalaya is probably
the best places to go caving in
India. These lesser frequented caves
offer incredible thrill to the
spelunkers who visit from around
the globe. If these deep, dark and
watery caves cannot grab attention
then I do not know what will!
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Glide Down the Tricky Gradients of Gulmarg, Kashmir
Here is one and the ultimate winter adventure
in India for you. Gulmarg, which gets covered
with snow during the winter season, becomes a
hotspot for skiing in India. Gulmarg is
reckoned to have some of the best gradients for
powder skiing as well as snowboarding. There
are separate gradients for the novice and the
veterans. For novice, a number of experts are
available who make even the first attempt quite
exciting. Adding to this adventure is the ride
on Asia’s longest cable car project called
Gulmarg Gondola that operates in two phases.
Truly an experience to cherish, skiing in
Gulmarg is like a dream come true.

Climb the Frozen Waterfalls at Spiti Valley
Recently a group of adventure junkies
attempted first ever frozen waterfall climb in
Spiti Valley. It is strange that all through the
years, something like this was not initiated in
India. But, Kudos to the spirit of adventure,
waterfall climb has been attempted and a
milestone has been set for other adventurists.
Source: tourmyindia
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DISCLAIMER:

Feedback/Suggestions:
We welcome suggestions/feedback of
our readers on e-bulletin. Kindly send
your views to us on
info.india.jakarta@gmail.com

The Embassy of India, Jakarta, has acquired information from the various sources indicated in the newsletter. Though due diligence has been performed, the Embassy

is not responsible for correctness and accuracy of reports.

